Neurophysiological study on the effect of various short durations of deep breathing: A randomized controlled trial.
The study aims to study the effects of short duration deep breathing on the EEG power with topography based on parallel group randomized controlled trial design which was lacking in prior reports. 50 participants were split into 4 groups: control (CONT), deep breathing (DB) for 5 (DB5), 7 (DB7), and 9 (DB9) minutes. EEG recordings were obtained during baseline, deep breathing session, after deep breathing, and a follow-up session after 7 days of consecutive practice. Frontal theta power of DB5 and DB9 was significantly larger than that of CONT after the deep breathing session (p = 0.027 and p = 0.006, respectively) and the profound finding showed that the theta topography obtained a central-focused distribution for DB7 and DB9. The result obtained was consistent with previous literature, albeit for certain deep breathing durations only, indicating a possible linkage between the deep breathing duration and the neurophysiology of the brain.